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“This Group has proved invaluable to me in sharing good practice and    
learning about methods and processes which I have then been able to       
implement within my own workplace, and improve working processes with 
the knowledge that these tried and tested methods work elsewhere.” 
 

NHS Transport & Logistics Best Practice Group Member 2016-2017 
Transport & Travel Advisor, Newcastle Upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust 
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The NHS Transport & Logistics Best Practice Group is a member driven, proactive networking group striving for 
continual innovation and improvement in the delivery of fleet management, logistics, parking and associated 
services. 

 Introduction 

‘How can I drastically reduce my Trust’s taxi costs, and prove it?’ 

‘How can I ensure my pathology transportation complies with MHRA requirements?’ 

‘How do I legally package lithium batteries and aerosols for road transport?’ 

‘How far can a battery-powered car really go on a single charge?’ 

‘What is the cost of installing charge-points for electric vehicles?’ 

‘What incoming legislation will impact on my fleet?’ 

 

These are typical of the questions faced by those concerned in the management of transport and logistics across 
the NHS. They are also questions that have been answered in the past year by the Transport and Logistics 
Group, through the innovation, initiative, knowledge and experience of its own members or from carefully-
selected speakers from outside. 
 

Reducing costs has become core business of every single day in the NHS. The reduction of costs whilst          
transporting more and more people and goods, complying with ever-increasing legislation, reducing carbon and 
increasing safety is what NHS fleet managers or their equivalent have to do, and clearly show that they are    
doing it. The task is highly complex and challenging; but the technology and the knowledge, is out there to help 
achieve it. Our Group is about harnessing both elements and making them work for us. 
 

But not everything we talk about is hi-tec. A Member needed a folding trolley for use in a small van: where to 
obtain one, was addressed, as was vehicle renting versus leasing; issues around the use of volunteer drivers; 
changes in HMRC policy over salary-sacrifice schemes; policies on disabled-driver parking at hospitals….and 
much more. 
 

In short, we strive to bridge the gap from where we are, to where we need to be. It is a never-ending journey, 
with many challenges on the way. The agenda will, as ever, continue to be ‘driven’ by our Members. 
 

Peter Richardson 

NPAG Best Value Group Facilitator 

Chairman's Remarks  

My first duty is to thank Lynn Judge for being our Chair over the past 3 years; it is with sadness and regret that 
we saw her go, owing to a decision not of her own making. Her sense of humour and easy going style brought an 
element of fun to every meeting, without detriment to carrying out our business.  On behalf of Members, I wish 
Lynn well and hope that she will be able to join us again in the future. 
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I write these remarks shortly after our first Joint Meeting with the NHS Car Parking & Travel Planning Network 
which I am also privileged to Chair. Those present from both Groups rated it as a success and would like to see a 
repeat next year, as it added value to both. Our outside speakers were excellent – inspiring, knowledgeable and 
highly relevant to both Groups and the day was, in effect, a mini conference. Perhaps even more satisfying was 
the content generated in-house by our own Members, including Tony Chatfield’s superb account of the               
Temperature Management Pilot, and the high level of discussion by Members around the table.  Modesty, of 
course, precludes me from commenting on my own contribution on the Management of Taxi Costs! 

 

The meeting-year began with one of our ‘bedrock’ inputs on ADR and associated matters by Mark Butterworth. 
As ever, the level of detail, from broad strategy to individual chemicals and other dangerous goods, was          
authoritative, fascinating and of practical, everyday relevance.  

 

An element of ‘blue-sky thinking’ was introduced by the Knowledge Transfer Network (KTN) which encouraged 
us to think ‘outside the box’, remind ourselves what we are striving to achieve and consider alternative ways of 
achieving our goals. It was, at the very least, stimulating and rich with potential sources of funding and            
expertise. 

 

OLEV returned to update Members on the latest low-emission vehicles and, crucially, grant support available for 
these and their necessary infrastructure. This was complemented, in November, by a visit from Pod Point UK 
and a thorough exploration of how vehicle charge-points can be efficiently installed and, significantly in the   
current era, create a new revenue stream -  whilst helping address carbon-reduction targets. 

 

In the coming year we will need, as never before, to anticipate the impact of incoming legislation; exploit grant-
aid and other funding opportunities; keep track of vehicle and infrastructure technologies as they leap forward; 
seek out innovation and take on new initiatives. The Group has never been more relevant.  

 

As ever, the day-to-day knowledge and experience of our Members and their willingness to share, remains our 
core strength. I look forward to seeing Members old and new around the table in the coming year and to        
continue doing what we do so well! 

 

David Malone 

Transport & Travel Advisor, Newcastle Upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust 
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Members Comments 

“Another year over and I am pleased to have spent the time with this group of likeminded knowledge             
professional. Once again this group has provided me with support and advice both during and outside of the 
meetings. More importantly the NPAG networking facility has enabled colleagues to share problems, get       
necessary advice and also learn that their problems are not unique.” 

Logistics Manager, East Lancs Hospitals NHS Trust  

“Having been a member of this group for the past 7 years this group provides members with support and advice 
during and outside of the meetings. The group has a vast range of knowledge and experience within Transport 
and Logistics. Presentations have provided the group with added value and welcome advice on a variety of 
Transport issues and very often identified the way forward. The group is entirely shaped by its members and the 
numbers of repeat memberships renewals is testimony to its value.” 

Operations Manager, Nottinghamshire Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust 
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Documents and Presentations Distributed During 

2016-2017 Membership Year 

Below are listed a selection of the documents, presentations that have been issued to, or circulated between, 
members during the 2016-17 meetings year. 

 

Please note: copies of these are available to members upon request from the NPAG office tel. no: 01245 544600 or 
on the NPAG Website www.npag.org.uk 

 

Presentation: ADR update 2016 – Mark Butterworth, Specialist Training UK 

 

Link: www.djdrivertraining.co.ok – Tony Chatfield, NWSSP Health Courier Service (Ex-Police Driver services) 

 

Presentation: The Knowledge Transfer Network (KTN) – Tess Darley, KTN 

 

Presentation: Temperature Management Pilot & Vehicle Tracking - Tony Chatfield, NWSSP Health Courier Service  

 

Service Specification (for the Provision of an Inter-Trust Taxi Contract) – David Malone, The Newcastle upon Tyne 
Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust 

 

Presentation: An Introduction to Electric Vehicle Charging – Natalia Silverstone, Pod Point UK 

 

Presentation: Developing a new Tool to assess the air pollution, noise, carbon, health and cost impact of moving 
people & things across the NHS – by Rick Lomax, SDU and Mike Holland EMRC 

 

Presentation: Charging Solutions – Mike Jackson, Pod Point UK 

 

Presentation: Management of Taxi Costs - David Malone, The Newcastle upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation 
Trust 

 

Minutes of each Meeting of the Parking & Sustainable Transport Group 2016-2017 – via NPAG Head Office 

NHS Transport & Logistics BPG 2016-17 

Summary of  Meetings, Key Themes and Hot Topics 

for 2016-2017 

This section provides a general summary of the various discussions that have taken place at the 4 meetings held 
this year. As can be seen from the range of topics covered, members have been provided with, and exchanged, a 
significant level of information, guidance, ideas for improvement and suggested areas for cost savings. 

http://www.npag.org.uk/
http://www.djdrivertraining.co.ok/
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Meeting 1: 7th July 2016, Cannock South  

One of our regular contributors, Mark Butterworth, updated the Group on the ever-more complex legal       
structure of transporting dangerous goods within the NHS context. Newer technologies can present problems as 
well as solutions. Lithium batteries, suspected of causing the loss of the Malaysian & Egyptian airliners, are often  
included Hospital Waste. Correct storage and packaging for safe transportation have become an emerging 
theme; most battery audits are known to fail, usually on segregation, packaging and labelling 
 
Mark gave the Group a thorough update on ADR (Accords Dangereux Routieres); ADR 2015 (17) is about to be 
released and will be mandatory from July 2017 onwards. The HSE has re-established its dangerous goods        
inspections and its ‘top 5’ offences include missing or out-of-date fire extinguishers, which can lead to                   
immediate roadside prohibition and a Fixed Penalty Notice (FPN) for the driver. 
 
‘MSIs’ – Most Serious Infringements – tend to be around incorrect labelling; Members were informed that    
dangerous goods offences can affect operators licences. 
 
A high-profile health issue arose in that Category A transport procedures did not work well during the Ebola    
outbreak, and systems and provisions required substantial revision. Security Planning is now a requirement for   
Category A and the security of Dangerous Goods, including simple locking of vehicles, etc., remains a compliance 
issue. 
 
The Group also discussed clinical waste in the community: areas where councils are refusing to collect waste 
from patients at home, and how to tackle this. An issue had arisen over who ‘owns’ the waste streams as    
councils can charge for collecting clinical waste which can, in turn lead to patients dumping it. 
 
Other topics included: Driver Performance payments/bonus and the use of retired police officers/other           
pensioned retirees to offset low Banding of driver posts; alternative fuel-types, including a government funding 
initiative for hydrogen-powered vehicles; hybrids as an alternative; the near-universal use of diesel (Add Blue 
has proven useful for cutting diesel emissions); and lease-vehicle maintenance alternatives (some members had 
experienced that standard monthly charges generally worked out cheaper than ad hoc payments). 
 
Members also agreed to a joint meeting with the new  NHS Car Parking and Travel Planning Network as one of 
the current round of 4 meetings, in April 2017. The sharing of minutes between the 2 Groups was also agreed. 

NHS Transport & Logistics BPG 2016-17 

Meeting 2: 5th October 2016, Cannock South 

The Group welcomed 2 outside speakers, Tess Darley from the Knowledge Transfer Network (KTN) and a        
representative of OLEV, the Government’s  Office for Low Emission Vehicles. The 2-speaker format has been 
adopted to add value to the Group, which agreed an earlier start-time. 
 
KTN is part of Innovate UK, under the Department of Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS) 
and it’s objective is to harness innovation for economic development and take practical steps to address        
challenges. It runs annual competitions under headings including Infrastructure, Health & Life Services, etc.  
 
Members learnt that KTN promotes and facilitates ‘Energy Efficiency & Intelligent Mobility. Vehicle ownership 
models are changing and fewer young people are taking the driving test; driverless cars may be available in as 
little as 5-10 years. KTN puts challenges out to its wider networks as, depending on their nature, solutions are 
sometimes found in other disciplines such as farming or hotel services. 
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Meeting 3: 11th January 2017, Cannock South 

Through KTN solutions, blue-light journey times have been improved by sensors on traffic lights which enable 
ambulances to pass more quickly. Another initiative has been Salford Royal’s ‘Simply Connect’  which wad crowd
-funded and enables end-to-end journeys including Media City and Primary Care, linked to hospital                  
appointments & parking. 
 
Oliver Chadwick from OLEV explained that it’s strategy is to major on new vehicles, charging points and funding. 
Changes to the plug-in hybrid grant change affected the market and more models became available. There are 
still issues with range and limited choice of vehicle models but manufacturers are increasingly interested in elec-
tric cars. 
 
Members also discussed issues around warranties on hybrid vans, and wider ranges of van models set for launch 
in 2017; how best to effectively ‘police’ workplace electric-vehicle charge-points; an ongoing pilot of advanced 
temperature-controlled boxes for pathology transportation;  a retention clause for drivers trained by the        
organisation who are required to refund training costs if they leave prematurely; how to manage staff car parks 
with more permit-holders than spaces; and driver handbooks. 

Once again, Members received a double-bill of speakers, one a Guest and the other very much ‘in-house’:       
Natalia Silverstone of Podpoint  and Tony Chatfield, Head of Operations NHS Wales Health Courier Service, and 
long-standing Group Member. 
 
Natalia described Podpoint as one of the 3 major UK manufacturers and suppliers of electric vehicle                 
infrastructure. The company provides the means for its customers to enable uptake of Electric Vehicles, improve 
services & facilities, create a revenue stream (costs can be covered in 3 years) and improve sustainability        
credentials (carbon offsets, etc.) Currently, plug-in cars account for 1.5% of vehicle sales, which equates to 
around 100,000 units sold annually. 
 
Tony outlined a Temperature Controlled Distribution Pilot brought about in anticipation of changes to NHRA 
regulations in 2018 which will include temperature control in transport. Research into ‘Management of          
Temperature Controlled Pathology’ embraced studies in the USA using ‘space age materials’ but ultimately     
Military-spec Eberspacher boxes, as used by NATO, were selected. Over the 70-day Pilot 98.53% compliance was 
achieved. From June 2017, Quartix is to be used to track vehicles around set routes using geo-points (steps) to 
plot progress. 
 
Staying with high-level issues, an ongoing £820,000 fleet replacement programme had revealed that Mercedes 
Benz whole-life costs at 5 years old were 11p per mile cheaper than the Ford equivalent. A Member commented 
on the now-annual ‘press attack’ on NHS car park charging; a good defence for freedom of information requests 
is to pre-arrange a spreadsheet clearly showing car park income v maintenance costs. 
 
Practical responses to everyday problems were discussed in detail, including: the use of ‘Gap insurance’ to cover 
disparity between pay-out and actual value of claims; issues over the definition of ‘fair wear & tear’ is becoming 
an issue especially with leasing of larger vehicles, ultimately making lease less viable; scratched alloys are also 
problematic on return of lease cars – one solution is to have them sandblasted (approx. £75-100). 
 
It was also revealed that lease companies are using infrared booths to identify use of touch-up paint; Members 
agreed that it is advisable to photograph vehicles and final mileage readings immediately before vehicles are 
returned at end of lease. 
 
Sadly, Lynn Judge, our Chair,  informed the Group that following discussions with her new employers, she    
needed to stand down as Chair, although she hopes to continue as a Group member. Members expressed regret 
and thanked Lynn for her 3 years as Chair. The role was assumed by David Malone, Vice Chair. 
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 Meeting 4: 5th April 2017, London 

This was the much-anticipated Joint-Meeting with the NHS Car Parking and Travel Planning Network, which      
combined in-house and outside speakers in a varied and exciting mini-conference format. 
 
The Sustainable Development Unit (SDU) described its Health Outcomes Travel Tool (HOTT) which aims to   
quantify air pollution, accidents, noise, greenhouse gasses, etc. HOTT is still a work-in-progress & enables      
comparison with national averages; Members were invited to suggest additions to HOTT. 
 
It was revealed that travel accounts for 13-14% of the NHS carbon footprint and that the ‘health sector’          
accounts for 3-5% of all UK travel. Members learnt that the ‘QALY’ is the unit of measure of impact on health 
from air pollution and went on to comment that one consistent tool would be useful; some anxiety was          
expressed about the data-input burden on staff. 
  
Mike Jackson of Podpoint gave an overview of Electric Vehicle developments and progress in the development 
of a national infrastructure of vehicle chargepoints. Currently plug-in cars account for 1.5% of vehicle sales and 
around 100,000 units are sold annually; this is projected to rise to 6.5% by 2020 and this will increase              
expectation of charge-point availability. 
 
New revenue streams can be derived from charge-point installations; access can be restricted, each network can 
be  tailored, e.g., to include ‘white lists’ for staff-only points, limited bay-time, etc. ‘Re-sale of electricity’ is still, 
however, a grey area, and range-anxiety and the cost of lithium batteries are still significant barriers to the     
take-up of Electric vehicles. 

 
In-house contributions were made by David Malone and Tony Chatfield; David  described ATOM, the 
‘Ambulance & Taxi Operational Management system which has successfully addressed an unacceptable spend 
of £620k on taxis, issues over vehicle suitability and poor control over expenditure. ATOM provides a               
fully-auditable system and improved booking-quality. Better data quality via ATOM is enabling a cultural change: 
the 11.8% reduction in taxi costs since November 2016 equates to a saving of £60k. 
 
Tony Chatfield gave an in-depth account of the Temperature Management Pilot carried out in Wales, to achieve 
compliance with the requirements of the Medecines & Healthcare Regulatory Agency (MHRA). The Pilot arose 
from the need to attain the same quality of pathology samples, irrespective of isolated locations. After research,  
boxes manufactured by Eberspacher, which are designed for air-drop, were chosen as the most robust available 
and compliance of 98.53% was achieved in the Pilot against a target of 96%. A full tender, linked with vehicle 
procurement has been initiated and additional savings are anticipated from curtailing the use of dedicated      
refrigerator-vehicles, dry-ice, etc. 
 
Members also discussed Parking Eye, Air Quality Signage (to encourage avoidance of idling engines) and topical 
road-safety matters. 
 
John King (NPAG) invited Members to comment on whether the Joint Meeting had been a success; feedback 
indicated that the wider overview had been appreciated and repeat in 2018 should be seriously considered. 
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 Group Membership 

Why join? 

The Transport & Logistics Best Practice Group combines two main essentials: decades of in-house experience and 
quality presenters from within and outside the NHS. That way we build on proven good practice whilst having an 
eye to new systems and developments! 

Member Trusts 

East Lancashire Hospitals NHS Trust 

Gloucestershire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust 

Leeds and York Partnership NHS Foundation NHS Trust 

Newcastle Upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust 

NHS Wales 

Nottinghamshire Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust 

Royal Cornwall Hospitals NHS Trust 

Salford Royal NHS Foundation Trust 

University Hospitals Bristol NHS Foundation Trust 

Worcestershire Acute Hospitals NHS Trust 

 

Plans for NHS Transport & Logistics Best Practice 

Group 

The Group has already decided that an in-depth update on ADR will feature in Meeting 2 of the new round, as 
the best opportunity to consider the detail and early impact of its new-found mandatory status (effective from 
July 2017).The ‘Accords-Dangereux-Routieres’ are a prime example of the complex and changeable legislative 
environment applicable to NHS Transport and Logistics and regular, authoritative updates have comprised an    
essential element of the Group’s business, year on year. Meeting 1 is set to be an inward-looking consolidation, 
driven by our Standard Agenda; a review of priorities and possibly a new venue - although the latter is subject to 
ongoing consultation at the time of writing.  
 
Members have previously favoured some flexibility in the Group programme in order to respond to emerging 
areas of interest. This is exemplified by a high profile multiple-fatal road traffic accident, the aftermath of which 
held great implications for the NHS and its duty of care over employees who drive on official business;              
accordingly, legal expertise to advise on that very subject was brought-in to the subsequent meeting. 
 
Doubtless, as ‘Brexit’ continues to unfold after the General Election, new policies and directives will need to be 
scrutinised, be they directly transport-related or linked to insurance, taxation or other connected areas of        
interest. These and other issues will determine which outside speakers we bring in, and when. 

www.npag.org.uk Page 8 
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The Group will continue to apply itself to keeping abreast of rapidly-emerging vehicle, infrastructure and        
software technologies and their potential for enhancing capabilities within the NHS, whilst taking on board     
significant innovations  brought to the table by Members. As ever, Members will also continue to share low-tec, 
practical, workable, proven solutions to diverse issues and everyday problems.  
 
Notes from Meetings will continue to be routinely exchanged with the NHS Car Parking and Travel Planning   
Network, adding value to the knowledge bases of both. It seems likely, if Members approve, that a further joint 
meeting will be arranged around Easter 2018. 
 
At the time of writing, meeting dates are out for consultation and will be confirmed once Members have had the 
opportunity to decide on their choice of venue. 
 
No doubt, under our dynamic new Chair, interesting and exciting times lie ahead! 
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NPAG Developments 

CPD Certification 

The NPAG is a member of the CPD Certification Service. The NHS Transport & Logistics Best Practice Group has 
received CPD approval for 2017-18. 

CPD Certification is a formal recognition of the contribution that membership of the National District Nurses 
Network makes to members' continued professional/personal development.   

At the end of the annual round of meetings, members will receive certificates of attendance for all meetings 
attended during the year to evidence the contribution made as part of lifelong learning. 

NPAGNetwork  

The NPAGNetwork provides the facility for members to ask questions of any individuals, group or groups within 
the overall NPAG membership. Questions can be sent to the NPAGNetwork Coordinator who disseminates them 
across the NPAG membership. Responses are collated and returned to the originator and others who declare an 
interest in the question asked.  

NPAG Library 

The NPAG Library holds presentations from NPAG best value groups and conferences, together with policy and 
other documents sent in by members. Access to these items is via the NPAGNetwork Coordinator. 

NPAG Website 

The NPAG website includes a private members Area for each of the NPAG BVGs. Through these sites, BVG     
members can access and download meeting agendas, minutes, presentations and survey forms. The areas are 
password protected. 

Discounts and Offers  

Members Referral Fee – Introduce a friend and get 1 meeting for free. 

A member referral resulting in another Trust / Organisation registering for full membership of the same group 
will result in the referring member qualifying for a one meeting discount* 

The discount applies to the full membership fee only (not applicable to the 2nd member rate). The discount will 
be applied once, at the start of the current meeting round. Mid round membership referral discounts will be 
processed at the start of the following year’s membership round.  

Multiple referrals will result in multiple discounts up to four referrals per meeting round.  

*Equivalent to £146.25. 
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Second Club Membership - A 20% discount will be applied when an existing NPAG member joins an additional 
Group. This does not apply to the £245 second member rate. 

Introducing our Try Before You Buy option. Simply attend the first meeting of a group’s new round, see what it’s 
all about and if you decide it’s not for you walk away commitment free*. 

*Try before you buy option is available to new members only. New members must inform NPAG in writing that they wish to 
‘try before they buy’ prior to first meeting attendance. If the new member continues membership beyond the first meeting 
then the full group membership fee applies. 
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NPAG Best Value Groups 

The NPAG organises and facilitates a national network of Best Value Groups that enables members to share    
experience, identify good practice; innovation and information to assist individual managers develop their own 
service improvement action plans. 

 

For further information on the NPAG and our future activities, please contact Marie Cherry or Gemma Aitchison 
telephone on 01245 544600, or by e-mail on:  

marie.cherry@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk / gemma.aitchison@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk 
 

Clinical Engineering (North) BVG National District Nurses Network 

Clinical Engineering (South) BVG NHS Car Parking and Travel Planning Network 

Decontamination BVG NHS Sustainability Leads Network 

Estates Services (North) BVG NHS Transport and Logistics BVG 

Estates Services (South) BVG Nursing and Temporary Staffing BVG 

Facilities (North) BVG Operating Theatres BM Group 

Facilities (South) BVG Resilience Development Network 

Health, Safety and Risk Management Network Security Network 

Health Visiting and School Health Services DN Telecoms 

IT and Connectivity Network Waste Management BVG 

Mental Health Network   

Member Testimonials 

“Each event I have attended I have come back to the department with additional ideas of how to tackle                
re-occurring problems. Through discussion with other decontamination service providers I was able to identify 
the corrective actions required by listening to what others had tried and found to be most effective.  I was also 
able to discuss methods which we had found effective to the others within the group. A problem shared is a   
problem halved. Issues raised at recent external audits were a useful topic as non-conformances raised tend to re
-occur in different departments and there tends to be a theme, it was good to understand what auditors in      
general have been concentrating on in recent months. The conference was well organised and again provided 
lots of useful information, this year some of the speakers had not updated the power point presentation from 
last year which was a little repetitive but on the whole it was informative and interesting. I would certainly       
recommend others to attend.” 
Deputy Manager Decontamination Services, Bedford Hospital, member of the Decontamination BVG 2016-17 

mailto:marie.cherry@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk
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Available to all members of NPAG Benchmarking and Best Value Groups, and individual subscribers, the      
NPAGNetwork provides the facility for members to ask questions of any individuals, group or groups within the 
overall NPAG membership. 

The response to questions raised has been excellent. The NPAGNetwork provides a managed forum for           
colleagues to share information - saving time and money in not re-inventing the wheel! 

Questions raised in the past month have included the following topics: 

 Job descriptions and banding 
 Staff parking charges 
 Electric Vehicle (EV) charging 
 Disposal of ionisation smoke heads 
 HFSS food removal  
 Reporting pressure ulcers 
 DaVinchi Robot use 
 Pathology waste policy 
 Pool cars  
 Decontamination of portable medical equipment 
 Use of latex gloves 
 
For full details of how to use the NPAGNetwork, please contact the NPAG team on 01245 544600 or email: 
npagnetwork@npag.east.amb.nhs.uk 

 

Forthcoming NPAG Events 
Please visit www.npag.org.uk for all our current course, workshops, training & BVG meetings. 

Phone: 01245 544600 / email gemma.aitchison@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk or marie.cherry@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk  

12th September 2017 - Clinical Engineering Conference 

28th September 2017—Human Factors Training Course 

Autumn 2017 - Occupational Health Nursing Training Workshops  

Across 2017 - Putting the Patient First – Customer Care and Communication Skills in the NHS Training (On-Site 
Workshop) and Equality & Diversity Onsite Training Workshops 

14th March 2018 – Theatres and Decontamination Conference 

Contact Us  

 

Phone: 01245 544600 

Email: npagnews@npag.eastamb.nhs uk  

East of England Ambulance Service 

NHS Trust 

Chelmsford Office, Hospital Approach 

Broomfield, Essex 

CM1 7WS 
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REGISTRATION FORM 

 

 

Organisation 

Address  

Are you a member of another NPAG Networking Group?  (Please tick) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Name 

Job Title  

Email 

Special 

Requirements  

(Dietary / Access) 

Phone No. 

PA Details  

Registrations  

Please send your completed registration form to:   

National Performance Advisory Group 

East of England Ambulance Service NHS Trust 

Hospital Approach, Broomfield, Chelmsford,  

Essex, CM1 7WS  

Tel: 01245 544600 

Email: marie.cherry@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk  

Invoicing  

If the invoice address is different from that  

above please enter below: 

 

 

 

Member 1 for a £585 Fee (4 meetings)  Member 2 for a £245 Fee (4 meetings)  

REGISTRATION CONDITIONS:   

A VAT invoice will be issued.  VAT Registration No. 654 9195 01.  VAT applies to any NHS organisation outside England and to 
any non-NHS organisation.   
Payment is due on receipt of invoice.  DO NOT send payment in advance of receipt of invoice.  When invoice is received,    

payment should be made to ‘East of England Ambulance Service NHS Trust.’ 

ALL cancellations must be in writing.  Cancellations received within 14 days of receipt of the registration form will receive a 

full refund.  After this date refunds cannot be made.  A substitute is acceptable. NPAG cannot be held responsible for any 

travel expenses or accommodation costs in the event of a cancellation or postponement of a meeting, workshop or an event. 

A 20% discount will be applied when an existing NPAG member joins an additional Group. This does not apply to the £245 

second member rate. 

I confirm that I have read and accept the above REGISTRATION CONDITIONS and would like to register as a member of the 
‘NHS Transport & Logistics Best Practice Group 2017-18’.  Please invoice me for payment . 
 

Authorisation Signature …………………………………………………  Purchase Order Number………….……………………………………………………. 
    

Cert No: 9210 AR Version 
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